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Part 68: 7/12-7/16: It's Lockdown Baby Anon: It's fun, so yes! Anon: thx Admin!!! Anon: I want to know more fight EM Music: Under the mask (instrumental version) Lee Phantom Thieves really do it? Maybe people are just having fun giving them credit for the coincidence... I mean, no one can steal someone's heart - it's
just some urban noise legend. Isn't that what people were saying about that hacking group, too? It's just a good way to say they blackmail bad people to confess their crimes! Who are you to doubt in Phantom Thieves? ... A what? yes, they've really taken off since the whole Kamoshida story. The legend of Phantom
Thieves started in our school! We're practically one of them! And who can't relate to what they're doing? Punishing corrupt adults is up to no good - the police should take notes. Music: So bored behind The Arrest of Caneshiro are Ghost Thieves, a mysterious group that changes people's hearts. If I remember, there were
similar rumors back in the business with Kamoshida-kun. Help the weak and crush the strong... A truly modern legend of the gentleman-thief. In the long history of men, the gentleman thief was seen briefly during the upheaval. Now, please look at this picture. Hamiru-kun. What was the name of the gentleman-thief
whose family was boiled alive during the Sengoku period? Ha, your own name is there as an option. Correct. As I'm sure you know, this is the origin of the term Goemon Bath, or bath heated from below. Only stealing from the rich and powerful, and sharing with the poor... Gomon's exploits have been documented in
many media, such as kabuki and novels. Maaku receives Knowledge No.1. However, it is actually unclear whether Gomon was indeed a gentleman thief. The uprising against Hideyoshi, whose campaign failed; propaganda by the government to tarnish his name ... Gentleman thief Goemon can be nothing more than an
illusion made by various motives. In fact, most heroes and gentlemen thieves throughout history have something like this. Let's make sure people don't think we're just an illusion. But before that, you have to study for exams that start tomorrow. Music: Tokyo Daylight I would be very sad if the leader of Phantom Thieves
got bad marks. I'll give it a try. It's a spirit! I've seen him in Shibuya before too! It's like, absolutely great. I hope they keep it. I've been rooting for them all this time! Aren't they incredible? I hear they're really gaining momentum. By the way, it's a damn good drawing. Hamiru is a fanboy? I think our popularity is growing!
We're really starting to get famous! Are you all right? You're sweating a lot... I-I-I... Let's not work, and try Usually. Looks like our stalker has changed his heart. Music: Aria Souls Next, we have to clear the Persona slot to make room for the renewal of Eligor again. We decided to fuse this Kin-Ki from Flauros and Nue.
Yes, I can see that, but what's your name? If you have a mask, I give you the power of an unshakable heart... Kin-Ki is another of the four they controlled by Fujiwara No Chikata. It's named after gold, and his body is so strong that no weapon can pierce it. But we're not done yet. Some time ago we unlocked a new
feature called Lockdown, and now is the perfect time to show it, for reasons I'll be exploring soon. The cell is still empty, but that will change. Let's get some explanation for this new system. If you suck one of your people into a cage, we will give him special training to help him grow. While you're lounging around, your
persona gets stronger... We're treated too well, prisoner! Oh, but we only have one Person at Lockdown at one time. It's solitary confinement, after all. And, of course, you will not be able to use this Persona in combat or fusion. Don't forget, prisoner! Once the training is over, Persona you put in Lockdown'll learn new
resistance. There's times he'll learn something different too though. It's all a chance. Either way, anything he learns will be good for you, Prisoner. Don't forget the Master's words... Forging Trustees is going to help you on the road to rehabilitation. What he learns cannot be helpful. I have no idea that there are times he
will learn something different means if that doesn't mean Null Skills instead of Resistance Skills. It takes many days until Persona's training ends... but don't forget he's there, okay? Individuals are part of your heart, after all. If you leave it for a long time, it will disappear forever. Well, we're not angry though. We let you
know if this will happen soon. But it will be on you from there. Don't cry to us as soon as you realize how stupid you are. So they'll call you as soon as time is about to expire, but it probably won't be much help on the story days you can't go outside, which is one of the reasons why I never end up using this feature on my
first launch. Another reason? It's really not that good. The resistance it provides in forms of skills that are useful is that they can be transferred, but the annoying thing is that they take up a skill slot that is already at a premium to everything we merge at the moment in the game. Now, there is reason to believe (mostly
from GameFA messages that are untested without careful testing, natch) that leaving Persona in Lockdown longer You have to give you a better chance of getting a good skill. Well, I don't know about it, but we'll try it anyway. Kloto has two weaknesses, so extra resistance would be great. Let's take her to Lockdown.
Excuse me! Outside the velvet room (and before we resume that Eligor), we can see this icon in the name Clotho, indicating that it is in Lockdown. Now, the great thing I never realized about Lockdown is that while you can't use or fuse Persona, it's still technical in your deck. This means you can get Bonus Confidant
points to match Arkan without pulling it out of Lockdown if you so mean. Given how long it takes to get all 12 Persona slots in this game, it's really handy that the game makes you solid this once. Music: Tokyo daylight and, well ... there's something I'd like to try to draw. Do you think you would be free to help? I'm in your
duty. It would be pretty hard to go into one. Now our destination is Inokashire Park. Let us go. Music: My Homie I will count on your collaboration today ... by which I, of course, refer to your paddle work. Hahaha, don't be happy. You're going to fall, you know. Perfect... Here it is. My previous picture captured only one
aspect of the heart: desire. Thus, I was not able to come to a truly artistic performance... That's why we came today. I will draw the second aspect ... searing passion between a man and a woman! Fittingly, our theme today will be... Miracles of Love! You will also play an important role here today. While I draw, make sure
the boat stays as stable as possible among these diabolical ripples. This corner... Incredible! It's a shy side profile, those wet eyes... Their crowded passion is quite obvious! They are akin to Adam and Eve... but over time, all the lovers must learn the pain of separation ... Separation is the natural end of any such
relationship ... but even beyond that, love persists. That's right... It's really the human heart! (Laughs) It will make the most wonderful pictures ...! He is adored by everyone who looks at him! He may even get the top prize in the next exhibition...! Wait, now is not the time to think about such trivial issues...! Go back to your
previous angle! I have to capture your profile! What the hell are you doing! Rejoice, for I will preserve your beautiful love so that all future generations can bask in its glory. As soon as I finish this picture, you will become new legends in the art world... Modern Adam and Eve! L-Legends? Art...? This dude with his rocker ...
Come on, report it. Are you drawing us!? A what!? Do you use us as models!? Man and woman intimately swaying in dream boat... Blush them Shy appearance ... Yes, that's the love I've been so determined to seek! Sought! Oh, I think you could call it that... but it's kinda weird... INTERRUPT THE MISSION!
INTERRUPT THE MISSION! Uh... I told you I didn't want to come here with you. The only ones who make this shit are stupid couples. But I've always dreamed of coming to Tokyo and boating here! Although it was supposed to be with my friend... Not my brother! So the overflowing passion was just a figment of my
imagination...? It seems my bias has made me ignore the truth about it... Hmm, romantic love and family love... These two can be almost indistinguishable depending on their point of view. A what? No. Gross. It's possible... the truth of the heart lies in the beholder's eyes. Maaku, I feel as if I learned something today ...! I
feel a quiet solution from Yusuke... That means these two ... Shhh! there are people from all walks of life here in the city. Oooh, tell me more... Gay jokes! Fun! What are they talking about? Ok... Come on, it's time to go home. Please bury us back on shore, Maaku. Farewell. Music: Under the mask guess, I have to go
home ... Kaneshiro admitted that he had ordered his subordinates to commit crimes. However, countless people have fallen victim to his scams. Investigating each scam will take time. Oh, he really cheated a lot of people. I think we'll just leave the rest to the police. Yikes, six new posts. One is the swamp standard
Please hang out with me oh my god, I'm so lonely, and the other is a request from Ryuji to learn (which will give us knowledge of No.3 and a bunch of dots with Ryuji, none of which we actually need, sorry Ryuji), but the other four answers to the completion of Mementos queries. Um! I snuck in and left it there, no one
noticed. Oh, and there was a post saying the perpetrator was going to collapse. I'm sure his little brother will be shocked to hear he's been caught. Well anyway, I think it should be better than it used to be. Dude, you guys love being busy. Not that it's bad. Anyway, that takes care of those restaurant robbers! Things
might have gotten a little crazy, but things turned out OK in the end. It's a bit unusual that we get more than a few lines from Mishima about simply completing the Mementos request. Even the beginning of this was more drawn-out than usual. Well, the reason for this is that prior to Persona 5 released, there was no OVA
called Daybreakers production that took place about a month before this point in history. This request was related to this, you see, and that's why it was all much more involved than usual. Also, there are still no rewards to fuck you. She even apologized online and all that. You know who she is, don't you? Why don't you
check it out? She seems to be really changing her heart. Good work! I've heard that they're both in eventually came to the teachers. Things Things be peaceful at school from now on. Well done! Looks like a double change of heart was a huge success! Keep up the good work! The student ended up quitting his part-time
job there too. Apparently the company's headquarters tried to offer him money to keep quiet, and he just couldn't accept it. However, he was really moved by what the phantom thieves did. I quote: I can't believe they wanted to help solve the problems of anything high school senior. Even I'm glad to hear that! We really
did a great job this time. Hearing how the student touched was an added bonus too. I think there really are all kinds of desires hidden in the dark corners of Mementos ... Okay, let's hear it. Please sit down. Music: What's going on? Her boyfriend stopped abusing her...? I don't believe it! But even if he stops, her fate
should still go down the path to unhappiness, without changing! I mean... Take a look! Sneezing reads. The sequence of arcana has completely changed! Death has gone far into the future... Shouldn't it be the Tower? Death is the end, not the real death. Nrgh... No no no! It must be some kind of trick. Are you a crook?
You made a deal with her boyfriend or something, didn't you? This is an obvious lie! It couldn't have been that easy... Did you put it in Tokyo Bay or cram it into a metal drum and throw insects at it? You must have taken some extreme measures! Ok... You certainly seem ordinary... Yes, it's quite commonplace, really. But
it couldn't have happened... without you breaking the law. I mean, how can an ordinary schoolboy change the course of fate...? ... Well done. I just need to test your strength. That force that changed my prediction of the tarot card! It's a pretty serious situation for a fortune teller like me. I need to get to the bottom of this.
You don't have to do anything. Just sit next to me while I tell my fate. And if there is another unstoppable fate... Then I'll test your strength. Good... that may be true... Oh I know... I'll read your condition! You are welcome? I'll even prioritize your testimony over my regular customers. Also, I'll be able to provide much more
accurate predictions as soon as I get to know you better! What does that sound like? It's a deal? Otherwise, I won't be able to continue... Please, I ask you ... I need to know if fate can really be changed... You will? Really!? Ok, then, I'm looking forward to testing your skills! Please don't away, okay? In the end, we made
a deal. I made a deal with Chihaya ... Music: Or maybe you had someone you consulted with, who gave you the exact advice. You're not going to make it this time! ... What the hell are you asking me? Are you having a stroke? Music: The Spirit of Fortune Foreshadows Luck it's bad or bad, depending on karma, and fate,
but when reversed represents a negative force beyond its control. Okay, so despite my rather explicit aversion to Chihaya as a person (I have to mention that I never got her for a grade 3 in my initial run), her skills can be quite helpful. However, her choice of skills is somewhat... Eclectic. In fact, I'd say her skills range
from literally the worst trash in the whole game to the fuck needed. We will probably be blitzing through a Chihaya confidant pretty quickly for one of these abilities that will be pretty much necessary to see everything we want. This current ability, Luck Reading, is one of those useful skills to record. This allows us to add
another note anytime we get points in social statistics for the rest of the day after reading, and takes no time. Now, apparently, the increased point doesn't appear (looking into this, apparently the actual value of each note may be one of several values, not just 1, 2 or 3, and that's the number that gets a 50% boost from
reading good luck, which is then rounded down), when it will go from No. 2 to No. 3. If it's true, it will make the dots a little inaccurate, but no one finds them anyway, so that's fine. There's still an advantage, so it really doesn't matter. Buuuuut, while we are here, let's look at how these statistics work, courtesy of some
Japanese wikis I found! 1 note 2 points, 2 notes 3 or 4 points (but functionally always three points if it is increased), and three notes or 5, 7 (certain activities like special books that take three periods instead of two to complete, or boosted 5), or 10 (increased 7). This means that, yes, a Luck Reading raise of 50% will
increase one note to two, but never two notes to three because the number is rounded down. Music: What's going on? If it's really possible then... Oh, it's too late! Let's close the store for today. It's past your curfew... Anon: Who do they think they are Anon: don't know what they want. NO Anon: Who needs the police
anymore? All the news about Kaneshiro distracted me from my studies. Suddenly it got hot? I couldn't sleep last night... I heard phantom thieves could be from our school! It does not wash. It would be funny if it were though... Anon: Come on, show us your faces! Anon: For real. They have Kaneshiro. Anon: get rekt,
scumbags lmao Anon: jokes on the cops! rofl Anon: Could it really be? Anon: Holy shit, making history! Anon: Come on, next target, please, Anon: Obviously. Let's see! Anon: Yes!!! Fan Club, please Anon: Phantom thieves YAAAS! Music: Life goes to all right, exam time. We got it. Sounds Let's see... Essay question? It
looks tough, but let's calm down and think about it. Gomon was popular because he wasn't just a thief. He was... Stealing from the rich and giving provision poor-dap, this Goemon is all right. And, the man in power who had it in for Goemon was ... Yes, Hideyoshi was the most influential figure in the Sengoku period. And,
the death of Gomon after he was captured Hideyoshi is known too ... Yes! We even have the term Goemon Baths because of it! Hemon fought against the government and was executed for it. After his death, he was seen as a hero. You're done on time! The time has come. Hmph... Give up now. Anon: Holy shit, making
history! Sounds right. Sounds right. Anon: I don't know what they want. NO ANON: NO SHIT??? hahaha Anon: omg they got the mafia lol it sounds about right. Sounds right. Look at this freshman mental basic answer. Justice is relative, fuck off. Anon: They are definitely in the right. Anon: I call bs you've seen it all
before. You've got this, okay? ...... It's going well. Looking forward to seeing your score. Music: Tokyo Daylight I can go back to actually sleepin' in the world... Yes. You must have studied quite diligently, if that didn't always keep you up at night. No, I've been playing video games. Slackin' from just too much fun... I know,
right!? I kept cleaning my room instead of learning! It may even be too clean now... You two are great examples of what escapism can mean. And I can only imagine what the end result will be. Whatever it is, it's over. Who cares more about this!? What really matters is the popularity of Phantom Thieves! Isn't that
amazing!? It feels like our time is finally here! I've even heard people excitedly speculating about our next goal. You'll have to choose carefully. There's no need to rush. We have to spend some time thinking. Hold on, the most important thing now is our holiday party! I hope you guys haven't forgotten. This is the fireworks
festival on the 18th. I think we're having a good time in Shibuy, aren't we? Say... 5 p.m. You're sure to be on top of this kind of thing... Music: Under the Mask - Rain - It seems we will continue to localized torrential downpours throughout the next week. If you are heading outside, be prepared for sudden changes in the
weather. I mean, they didn't say anything about the rain today... You can only win if you buy a ticket! Tickets on sale until July 31! The truth is, you'll never win if you don't buy a ticket... Do you want to try to buy one? Hell, no. That voice on the phone wasn't Kawakami. Maybe you should ask for more information? This is
the head nurse of Aoyama Hospital, speaking on behalf of Kawakami-san. A what!? Kawakami-san fainted and is now hospitalized in our facility. Do you know the address of our hospital? Her number... That's not good. Let's head there right now! Wait a second. The nurse picked up the phone. Couldn't we have called
directly instead of the maid maid all this time? I think that explains why she's always been alone to pick up the phone, but it's pretty weird. Besides, the nurse knew our name, which means Kawakami told her we were going to call. It's not a hole in the plot, I just think it's very sad that we're the only person who can call
her. But thank you for coming to visit me. Ugh, how could I collapse in a while like this? I really need to make some money... How am I going to make today's payment...? Music: Suspicion of Takase-san! Have you contacted the school...!? Well, you didn't answer the phone! And when I thought you were finally
answering, the nurse told us you were here. It's really an inconvenience for us when you miss a payment, you know. Now, now, it's not like she wanted to collapse... But our credit card payment is coming soon, so we need you to transfer money. I am so sorry... These are the Takase-kun guardians I mentioned the other
day. They took care of him... Who is this...? He's one of my students. He came to visit me... Get in with another student, right? Hahaha, you never learn, do you? Tsk, Cc... And in the end you did with it... I am sorry... So? When are you going to transfer the money? I should be able to send it tomorrow... Stay out of this!
Don't be so tough, man. Our precious adopted son, Taiki, died because of this woman. Honestly, she should have been fired. It's not... And yet, she still does not know her place ... and she still continues to teach. We will need you to show some remorse for what you have done to it...... Materially and in an undeniable
way! ... I understand. I'll pay you... So...! It's not like we're trying to extort money from you. But who convinced Taiki to start studying when he needed to work? School work on top of his part-time overloaded him, which led him to this accident ... Poor Taiki... It's like he's been killed! I really love this scam you two got going
here, especially the role of Missus in all this. The man comes in all angry and forceful, and the lady contrasts with care and understanding, while piling on the guilt. Make no mistake, it is practiced, sure shittiness. So you don't feel sorry anymore? In this case, perhaps we should sue the Board of Education... Or should we
talk to your school? Anyway, your days as a teacher would be over. Well, we're looking forward to your payment. I think handing over to our sister company is the only way... You can guess what this sister company is doing, ugh. Why...? Why do you want to help me so much? I'm not worth it... I don't know how the game
managed to make the word Meow terribly depressing, but I'm here for that. Music: Alleycat ... I'm so tired. All I really want is... apologize to Takas-kun. So if its his to demand money, then I just have to pay them... Unfortunately, I'm not quite back to one hundred percent yet, so my thoughts are all over the place...... I'm
going to rest. I appreciate you coming to see me today. ... It made me really happy. I feel like Kawakami is starting to depend on me... And now that we call Kawakami, she'll make us curry or tools to infiltrate! It seems kind of fucked given how hard she was getting exploited in the previous scene! ... But you're not
connected to the drip. ... The visiting hours are over. Back home safe, OK...? Yes...? Who could it be at this hour...? Music: Break It Down (Elp Version) All talk about what chicken flick Love is possible! I get kind of crying, so it's embarrassing to go alone... Can you come and see me? So, do you want to make plans for
tomorrow? Well, we could use social statistics even if we don't need trusted points, so of course. Let's meet in front of a movie theater in Shibuy! Chicken flick, right? Looks like something Lady Anne is going to be in. Bed. persona 5 lockdown. lockdown persona 5 royal. lockdown persona 5 how long. how to use lockdown
persona 5. how to get lockdown persona 5 royal. persona 5 lockdown time. persona 5 royal lockdown time. persona 5 lockdown worth it
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